In this paper, we use mobile messaging to leverage recipients' social ties and encourage offline prosocial activities in groups. In particular, we conduct a randomized field experiment with 80,000 blood donors and study how behavioral interventions and economic rewards motivate offline group formation. We find that two commonly used interventions-reminder messages and individual reward-are ineffective in motivating group formation because they do not compensate donors for the cost of bringing friends. In contrast, we find that group reward-a new reward that is contingent on a donor bringing a friend-is effective in motivating group formation. Furthermore, group reward tends to attract different types of donors, especially those who are traditionally less active in online social settings but have more local social ties. Structural estimation further reveals the underlying mechanisms, suggesting that group reward is four times more cost-effective than individual reward in driving total donation. Our study suggests that motivating offline group formation is a promising approach to boost prosocial activities.
Introduction
Individuals increasingly connect online and offline, influencing each other's behavior on an unprecedented scale. Given this trend, organizations are paying much more attention to social interventions that influence consumer decision-making (Godes et al. 2005 , Hill et al. 2006 , Valente 2012 . Although much insight has been generated in online information sharing (Aral and Walker 2011, 2012, Bapna and  Umyarov 2015, Burtch et al. 2017 , Susarla et al. 2012 , less is known about how firms can use digital interventions to improve offline social interaction. As Aral (2016) points out, "…there remains a danger in relying too heavily on digital substrates to explore human behavior. Not only are digital samples biased toward those who are more active online, potentially missing large swaths of society, but limiting inquiry to digital behaviors constrains the theoretical reach of experimental work." Hence, Aral (2016) calls for networked experiments to link online treatment with offline behaviors.
To answer this call, we study how mobile messaging can be used to motivate offline group formation to encourage prosocial behavior. Group formation can help offline activities in several important ways. First, many offline activities have inherent social elements. For example, significant utility may be derived from the shared experience of consuming the same content (Becker 1991 , Gilchrist and Sands 2016 , Ramanathan et al. 2013 . Moreover, social image can be significantly enhanced by the presence of friends (Ariely et al. 2009, Karlan and McConnell 2014) . Finally, to the extent that friends are alike (i.e., homophily, Aral et al. 2009 ), encouraging group formation can also be an effective way to reach latent participants.
Given the importance of group formation in prosocial behavior, a key gap in the literature concerns how to design digital interventions to motivate offline group formation (see detailed literature review in Section 2). To address this question, we expand the theoretical framework in the literature and characterize an individual by both her utility of participation and her utility of bringing a friend. We use the framework in the blood donation setting to illustrate a donor's decision between solo and donating with friends and discuss the effects of different interventions. The perceived effects are empirically tested in a large-scale randomized field experiment with 80,000 blood donors.
As an important offline prosocial behavior, blood donation provides an excellent setting to address our research question. Throughout the world, a major challenge to blood donation is low participation , WHO 2015 . Blood banks may boost participation by motivating individuals to donate solo or with friend(s). Because almost all previous studies have focused on motivating solo donation (Goette et al. 2010 , Lacetera et al. 2012 , little is known about the benefits and costs of motivating potential donors to form a group and come to donate together (which we refer as group donation). Recent studies have examined the effects of two major interventions: reminder message and individual reward (see Lacetera et al. 2012 Lacetera et al. , 2013 Lacetera et al. , and 2014 . Thus, the first question we aim to answer is how these two commonly used interventions affect group donation. Moreover, what new interventions can be used to motivate group donation? We propose two new interventions designed for group donation: One is to explicitly request a potential donor to donate with a friend (referred to as a friend request), and the other is to provide a group reward contingent on a donor bringing a friend and donate together (referred to as a group reward).
With both existing and new interventions in mind, we design a randomized field experiment (1) to identify the causal effects of existing interventions (reminder message and individual reward) and new interventions (friend request and group reward) in driving group donation, (2) to understand the mechanisms by which different interventions may compensate for the varying costs of solo and group donation, and (3) to shed light on the best intervention design that will increase total donation and improve cost-effectiveness for the blood bank.
The experiment yields four main findings. First, we find that the two commonly used interventions for solo donation-reminder message and individual reward-have an insignificant effect on group donation. Second, friend requests alone do not work. Although the request reminds a donor to donate with a friend, it also increases the perceived pressure when the donor cannot find a friend to bring, which may potentially discourage the message recipient from donating alone. Third, the newly designed group reward is most effective in motivating group donation. From a donor's perspective, group reward is less desirable than individual reward. However, from the blood bank's point of view, group reward strategically removes the reward for donating alone, differentially highlights the benefits of donating in a group, and nudges donors into group donation. Finally, we find that group reward tends to attract different types of donors than other treatments. Interestingly, donors that are more responsive to group reward are less likely to be young and single 1 but have stronger social ties in the local area and therefore face a lower cost of recruiting friends for group donation.
Our structural estimates further unveil a negative correlation between a donor's cost of donation and her cost of bringing a friend, which further explains the effectiveness of group reward. Structural estimation also allows us to simulate the effects of the interventions that were not directly tested in our experiment. Overall, our results suggest that blood banks can leverage group formation to stimulate voluntary donation, but only with appropriate economic intervention (i.e., group reward). Based on our results, the collaborating blood bank has already implemented group reward in a range of campaigns to motivate group donation. Our study signifies the potentials of mobile messaging in boosting offline group formation, and contributes to the IS research on the better design of digital interventions.
Related Literature and Our Contribution
Our paper is closely related to two streams of literature: the IS literature on how firms use digital interventions to influence offline behavior and the literature on motivating prosocial behavior, especially in the context of blood donation.
The IS literature on how digital interventions affect offline behavior
IS researchers have actively explored the question of how to use digital interventions, especially mobile messaging, to influence user behavior (Ghose et al. 2013 , Luo et al. 2014 . Recent studies on mobile messaging have begun to extend to the role of offline factors in driving customers' engagement and purchasing behavior. For example, a series of studies have examined the moderating effect of user geographic location , Fong et al. 2015 , Ghose et al. 2013 , local environment (Andrews et al. 2016) , shopping path , timing (Luo et al. 2014) , and weather (Li et al. 2016 ) on customers' responses to digital messages. This stream of research has established the effectiveness of digital messages in influencing individual behavior, such as clicking on ads (Andrews et al. 2016 ) and purchasing tickets (Luo et al. 2014) . A recent study by Aral and Nicolaides (2017) also finds that digital notifications with information about peers' exercise behavior have a positive and causal effect on a subject's exercise behavior.
Our work extends their pioneering research in two ways. First, the existing literature has largely focused on offline individual behavior, but it seldom considers offline social interaction among subjects. It has been increasingly recognized that users are not isolated individuals, but are socially connected (Choi et al. 2012, Lee and Bell 2013) . Many offline activities-such as donations, shopping, and exercise-trigger shared experience (Gilchrist and Sands 2016, Ramanathan et al. 2013) , social image (Ariely et al. 2009, Karlan and McConnell 2014) , and other social elements. Therefore, there is a great potential to leverage group formation to improve the effectiveness of digital interventions on offline activities. Our study contributes to this underexplored frontier by examining the effects of mobile messaging on offline group formation and total blood donation. Second, previous studies have focused on self-interested behavior, such as shopping and exercise. Our study extends from self-interested activities to prosocial behavior (i.e., blood donation). The mechanisms that influence offline prosocial behavior can be different from those that influence self-interested behavior (Dube et al. 2017) , and therefore more research on prosocial behavior is warranted.
Our work is also related to the IS literature of online networked experiments (Aral 2016) .
Researchers in this field have examined the influence of an individual's online connections on one's own behavior, such as product adoption (Aral and Walker 2011 , 2012 , Bapna and Umyarov 2015 and crowdfunding contribution (Burtch et al. 2015) . However, a large portion of social interactions remains offline and likely invisible online. Focusing too much on the measurable online connections and outcomes could constrain the theoretical reach of experimental work (Aral 2016) . Motivated by this observation, we examine an important offline activity-blood donation-and design interventions that motivate users to form a group through any type of social connection. We show that motivating offline group formation requires the recipient to incur a significant cost to identify and persuade a friend, but well-designed economic reward can play an important role in compensating for this cost. Furthermore, we find that people who tend to be less active online are more responsive to a mobile message that encourages them to form a group offline.
The literature on motivating prosocial behavior
Prosocial behaviors-such as recycling, energy saving, and blood donation-play a critical role in society; however, they are often in short supply (Meier 2007) . For example, there is a worldwide shortage of blood supply due to low participation in blood donation, especially in developing countries (WHO 2015) .
To increase participation, two broad intervention approaches are suggested in the literature: non-monetary behavioral interventions and economic incentives. Rooted in psychology, behavioral interventions focus on influencing people's decision-making in a prosocial direction, usually by enhancing warm glow (Crumpler and Grossman 2008) or social image (Ariely et al. 2009 ). Commonly used behavioral interventions include reminding or asking individuals for donation (Andreoni and Rao 2011, Bruhin et al. 2015) , priming altruistic values or shortage information (Sun et al. 2016 ), or introducing a social norm (Goldstein et al. 2008 ). These tactics have been widely used in blood donation and have proven to be effective, according to a systematic review of 29 studies (Godin et al. 2012 ). Compared to behavioral interventions, economic reward for prosocial behavior is controversial due to concerns of crowd out (Buyx et al. 2009 , Glynn et al. 2013 , Gneezy et al. 2011 . However, recent studies have found that individual-level economic reward is highly effective in driving donation (Goette and Stutzer 2008 , Iajya et al. 2013 , Lacetera et al. 2012 , and researchers have called for more attention to this type of intervention .
Until now, both behavioral interventions and economic rewards have focused on motivating solo donation. 2 However, little is known about the effects of these interventions on group donation. At the same time, growing evidence suggests that group formation may be an important yet underexplored approach to driving prosocial behavior. Researchers find that donors behave differently when surrounded by other donors or watched by third-party observers (Andreoni and Bernheim 2009 , Ariely et al. 2009 , Karlan and McConnell 2014 . Such group effects usually lead to more contributions, although effectiveness depends on group size (Goes et al. 2014 , Toubia et al. 2013 , Zhang and Zhu 2011 , group composition (Chen and Li 2009; Ren et al 2016) , and information structure (Chen et al. 2010) . However, these studies, which employ either researcher-controlled assignments or policy changes, focus on the group effect after the group is formed. In reality, donor groups are often formed endogenously before the charitable event. Given the inherent costs of bringing friend(s), 3 there is surprisingly little research on how charities can actively motivate individuals to form their own groups.
We bridge the above two streams of literature by examining the role of behavioral interventions and economic rewards in motivating group formation. In particular, we recognize that a donor can either donate alone or donate in a group, and therefore our framework characterizes an individual by not only her utility of donation but also the extra benefits and costs she will have in bringing a friend for group donation.
We also provide the first empirical test on how reminder messages and individual rewards the two most commonly used interventions for solo donation affect group donation. Furthermore, guided by a theoretical framework (Section 3), we design two new interventions (friend request and group reward) and compare them with the existing interventions. Our results suggest that charities can leverage group donation to stimulate voluntary donation, but only with appropriate economic intervention.
How Interventions Affect Solo Donation and Group Donation
In this section, we consider critical factors underlying an individual's donation choices and investigate how different interventions impact group donation. Our work focuses on motivating the subject to reach out to friends by changing the message recipient's utility via various interventions. Therefore, our model naturally focuses on the recipient's utility and decision-making. Below, we use four figures to show that commonly used interventions (reminder messages and individual rewards) are not designed for motivating group donation and may not be as effective as group reward.
A potential donor i faces three choices: not donating, donating alone, and donating with a friend.
Given the importance of group donation, we characterize i's utility along two dimensions. As shown in Figure 1 , the vertical axis ! represents the net utility that i expects to derive from donation regardless of whether she brings a friend or not. The utility of donation may be jointly determined by altruism, warm glow (Andreoni 1989) , and the cost of donation, such as transportation or remembering to donate. The horizontal axis # represents the extra utility i may obtain from group donation if she brings a friend and they donate together. As discussed in the literature review, the extra utility of bringing a friend may be determined by shared experience (Gilchrist and Sands 2016) , positive social image that i may enjoy through group donation (as compared to donating alone), as well as the costs of identifying (Beaman and Magruder 3 Costs of bringing friend(s) may include: a) referral cost (Beaman and Magruder 2012) : a donor may need to think of potential donors in her social circle, reach out to them, and educate/persuade them about the donation; b) coordinating costs for scheduling and transportation; and c) negative peer pressure (Calvó-Armengol and Jackson 2010): a donor may be reluctant to ask a friend to donate together if doing so amounts to asking for a favor or imposing pressure on the friend. No matter whether the lack of group donation is due to coordination failure or negative peer pressure, the design of external intervention has a potential to affect group donation decisions. Please see more discussions in Section 3. This can be achieved by offering individual rewards (Lacetera et al. 2014) or by sending a reminder message to the donor and reducing her cost of remembering to donate (Bruhin et al. 2015) . Compared with Figure   1 , an increase in ! leads some non-donating people to donate alone (the black-lined dotted area), and some non-donating subjects to donate with a friend (the white-lined gray area).
Similarly, on top of Figure 1 , Figure 3 increases the utility of bringing a friend from # to # + Δ#.
This can be achieved either by requesting i to bring a friend or by offering a group reward to i when she brings her friend to donate together (note that the request to bring a friend can lead to social pressure, which will be considered in Figure 4 ). Giving rewards to the friend can also reduce the persuasion cost of the subject, thereby contributing to Δ#. Compared with Figure 1 , Δ# encourages some non-donating subjects to donate with a friend and some existing donors to switch from solo donation to group donation (both in the white-lined gray area). . This is because for some people group donation is more desirable than solo donation (# > 0), but the total benefits are not sufficient to overcome the associated cost (! + # < 0). The introduction of Δ! or Δ# helps to push them into group donation. In addition to this common effect, Δ! brings in another group of donors who do not donate in Figure 1 but donate alone in Figure 2 (the dark-lined area). This second group of donors includes primarily those who expect a negative benefit from group donation (# < 0) but who are almost ready to donate solo (! < 0 & ! + Δ! > 0). In comparison, Figure 3 brings in a third group of donors who would have donated solo in Figure 1 but now donate in a group in Figure 3 (the upper white-lined gray area). These donors enjoy high utility of donation but need a nudge to overcome the small net cost of bringing a friend (# < 0 & # + Δ# > 0). In summary, Figure 2 and Figure 3 suggest that both group and individual rewards can bring in extra donors, but they tend to attract different types of donors: those who respond to group reward tend to have a lower cost (or higher utility) of forming groups.
When an individual receives a message from the blood bank for group donation, she may feel an additional social pressure to meet the expectation and bring a friend (DellaVigna et al. 2012) . Thus, donating alone needs to overcome an additional cost in social pressure (referred to as -./ ), which disappears when one donates with a friend. This insight is reflected in Figure 4 , which adds -./ to Figure   1 . Compared with Figure 1 , the no-donation area expands in Figure (later we relax the uniform distribution assumption in empirical estimation). We assume that each donor will donate 1 unit of blood, and the economic reward (either solo or group) is $2 per donor. Therefore, if there is no reward (Figure 1 ), there will be 25 solo donors (dotted area) and 37.5 donors who bring a friend, leading to a total of 100 units of blood. In Figure 2 , individual reward ( ! = $2) leads to 10 more solo donors and 8 more group donors who would bring a friend. As a result, we have 26 extra units of blood of Δ#. Section 4 will articulate the content of our six mobile message treatments; Section 5 will elaborate on how we separately identify the effects of Δ!, Δ#, and -./ in structural estimation.
Background and Experiment Design
We collaborated with a centralized blood bank in a major city in China with a population of over 8 million. The blood bank is responsible for supplying blood to 18 hospitals in the city and is encouraged to be self-sufficient in blood supply. In the past 10 years, the blood bank has recruited more than 400,000 whole blood donors, who contributed more than 500,000 donation episodes. Donations are collected by 17 bloodmobiles across the city and by special drives at universities, companies, and government agencies.
Our experiment focuses on donations collected by bloodmobiles.
The experiment was run in a 15-day period from late December 2014 to early January 2015. We started by choosing subjects from past donors of the blood bank based on three criteria: first, blood donated by a particular donor must have passed a battery of blood tests, which is important because the bank aims to increase supply of qualified blood; second, the donor has not donated in the last six months, as a 1998 nationwide law disallows any donor from donating whole blood twice within six months; third, the donor has made at least one donation in the past 25 months. Because donors who donated a long time ago may have moved out of the city, the last criterion is used to better capture donors who still reside in the city. 4 As discussed in the introduction, we aim to identify the effects of two commonly used interventions (reminder message and individual reward) and two newly proposed interventions (friend request and group reward) in driving solo and group donation. To accomplish this, we designed six different text messages.
Message 1 (T1) only reminds subjects to donate blood; message 2 (T2) adds an explicit reward for donation (a supermarket voucher that is worth 30-50 RMB depending on the amount of blood donated, equivalent to 5-8.3 US dollars). The average daily wage in this city in 2014 was about 100 RMB, so the reward amount is non-trivial. Neither T1 nor T2 mentions group donation. In message 3 (T3), we request the subject to donate with friend(s) but do not mention any economic reward; message 4 (T4) includes both a reminder for donating with friend(s) and the economic reward. Note that in both T2 and T4, the reward is presented as reward per donor, without any condition on whether the donor comes alone or with friend(s). Message 5 (T5) is similar to T4, except that the reward is conditional on donating with friend(s) ("…if you and your friend(s) donate together, each one of you may get …"). Message 6 (T6) is similar to T4, but highlights additional gifts available for all donors that come in a group ("…upon donation, every donor may get ….
If you and your friend(s) donate together, each one of you may get an additional gift."). Table 1 A sample of 80,000 past donors was randomly assigned into seven test groups. The first one is the control group, with 14,000 subjects who received no message from the blood bank. Subjects in the remaining six groups, with 11,000 subjects in each, received one of six different mobile messages, as described above.
Once the subjects decided to donate and visited the bloodmobile (either alone or in a group), they first filled out a standard questionnaire on demographics and medical conditions, designed by the blood bank to evaluate their eligibility to donate. The donors then underwent a blood screening test. While waiting for the test results, they were asked to fill out an additional survey designed by the researchers. The survey collected additional demographics and social information of the donor. The nurse then collected the surveys and informed donors of the standard gifts and special rewards they would receive based on the donation amount. The donors would then decide the donation amount and make the donation.
In particular, donors who chose to donate 200ml would receive standard gifts (e.g., a souvenir such as a cup or t-shirt). Donors donating 300ml of blood were eligible for a 30RMB supermarket voucher (around $5), and those donating 400 ml were eligible for a 50RMB supermarket voucher. In addition, group donors received an additional gift: a fruit cutting tool (worth about 10RMB) for each of them. These rewards were dispensed to all donors, regardless of whether they were in our experiment or which message they received. In other words, the only difference between treatment groups is the message they received from the blood bank, not the actual gifts upon donation.
The blood bank decided to apply the same rewards to all treatment groups due to a practical concern.
Ideally, it shall adhere to the exact reward scheme as delivered in each mobile message, which is easy to do if there is only one intervention on-going. However, the goal of the experiment is to compare different interventions at the same time so that confounding factors are minimized across interventions. In practice, it is difficult for nurses to treat coming donors differently in a bloodmobile. Consider two adjacent donors, one with T4, the other with T5 and both donating solo. Sticking to the exact message implies a 30-50RMB reward for the first donor but zero reward for the second donor. Not only does this method require the nurse to track everyone's mobile message precisely, it may subject the bank to a claim of discrimination and create chaos. The rewards that the bank gave out are at least as good as what was promised in the mobile message, and donors in some of the test groups received a positive surprise after they came to the bloodmobile. This is a necessary tradeoff due to the complexity of the offline operation and the sensitive nature of blood donation.
Because all our messages involving economic reward described the reward as "30-50 RMB in supermarket voucher" and did not link the exact reward to a donation amount, most subjects in our experiment did not know the correlation between reward and donation amount until they came to a bloodmobile. This implies that the differential reward by donation amount should not affect a subject's decision of whether to donate (solo or with a friend); however, it will affect the subject's donation amount after they approach the bloodmobile. Throughout the paper, we refer to the decision of whether to donate as the first stage, and refer to the choice of donation amount as the second stage. Our analysis focuses more on the first stage, because the experiment generates clean, exogenous variations for the first stage, but the second stage is subject to other difficult-to-control factors.
The universal implementation of economic rewards does introduce a potential for treatment spillover. Although our experiment was run in a short time (two weeks), we cannot rule out the possibility that later donors may learn about universal rewards from earlier donors and depart from what is intended in our mobile message. This is especially a concern for the group reward treatment (T5) because some donors in T5 may choose to donate alone after they become aware of the reward for solo donation. This spillover, if it occurs at all, tends to make T5 more similar to the individual reward treatment (T4), thus leading us to underestimate the actual difference between T4 and T5. Therefore, our estimates on the effects of group reward on group donation are likely conservative.
After each donation, the nurse completed two tasks. First, if a donor donated with friend(s) or brought non-donating friend(s), the nurse recorded the donor ID of each donor in the group, as well as the number of non-donating friends with them; second, the nurse marked the donor ID on the survey form, which helps us link the survey to the donor. 5 All nurses went through a centralized training session before the campaign and were instructed to strictly follow the same procedures for each donor. The survey is designed to help us measure unobserved constructs, such as a donor's cost of bringing friends, including her social environment (e.g., whether her friends donated before) and her image motivation (e.g., willingness to share the donation experience).
Finally, we augment the field experiment with rich archival data, including demographics (age, gender, education, occupation, marriage status, resident status, and health indicators) and donation history (across 10 years) for the 80,000 subjects in our experiment.
Analysis and Results
In this section, we first present reduced-form analysis of the treatment effect of different mobile messages; we then build a structural model to characterize donor choice across the three choices (not to donate, to donate alone, and to donate in a group). Structural estimation is complementary to the reducedform analysis because it sheds light on the underlying mechanisms and allows us to simulate the effects of new interventions that were not directly tested in the experiment.
Reduced-form Evidence
We first check the validity of randomization. As shown in Table 2 , there is no detectable variation across the seven treatment groups in terms of gender, age, marriage status, residency, or the number of past donations. The t-tests on equality across groups are insignificant at the conventional level. The wellbalanced sample indicates that our randomization was successful. Table 3 summarizes key outcomes across treatment groups. Panel A focuses on the subjects' own decisions to donate. On average, the donation rate in our sample during the campaign period is about 1%, which is consistent with previous studies on blood donation (e.g., Lacetera et al. 2012 Lacetera et al. , 2014 . Comparing T1 to T0 shows a sizable reminder effect. Although the donation rate is 0.71% in T0, it jumps to 0.98% in T1 (t-test: p<0.05). Groups with economic rewards (T2, T4, T5, and T6) always have a donation rate greater than 1% (all significantly higher than control, p<0.05). is not attractive enough.
We further test treatment effects using regressions. Table 4 reports the reduced form estimates on three outcomes: donate or not (Column 1), bring donating friend(s) or not (Column 3), and total blood collected (Column 5). The OLS regression on the subject's first stage decision using the full sample (80,000 donors) 6 reveals four findings: first, aligned with previous literature (Lacetera et al. 2012 (Lacetera et al. , 2014 , both the reminder message (T1) and individual reward (T2) have a positive and significant effect (Column 1) on a donor's decision to donate, relative to T0. However, these two commonly used interventions are not effective in driving group donation (Column 3). Second, adding a friend request to the reminder message (T3) does not lead to more group donation (Column 3), indicating that the behavior intervention is not effective. Third, once the reward is conditional on donating with a friend (T5), there is a large increase in group donation (Column 3). The comparison between T5 and T3 suggests that group reward has a significant impact on group donation (t-test between T3 and T5: p<0.001). In addition, the treatment effect of group reward is also significantly larger than that of all the other test groups (t-test: all significant). In addition, it is more than two times the effect of individual reward (T2). This is consistent with our theoretical framework; group reward is differentially compensating for the cost of bringing a friend for group donation.
Finally, adding a small group gift to individual reward (T6) increases the donation rate slightly beyond individual reward alone (T2), but it does not lead to a significant increase in group donation (p=0.371). This is not surprising; individual reward may motivate donors to donate alone, but the additional small gift is not high enough to overcome the cost of bringing a friend. Columns 2 and 4 present regression results using donation amount 7 as an alternative to the dichotomous decision in Column 1 and 3, and we get consistent findings. Finally, we examine the robustness of the findings using logistic estimation. Although the multinomial logit estimator in discrete choice model is asymptotically unbiased, it has been shown that the 6 The model specification is @AB4C58 D = E F + E G * IJ8KB58LB DG + E M * -CLBJC79 D . We report estimates based on OLS (or linear probability model) in Table 4 for easy interpretation of the results. The findings are robust to alternative estimation methods, such as the logit regression and rare-event logit and with/without controls. 7 We code friend donation amount as 0ml if the focal donor does not bring any friend(s). One should not interpret this friend donation amount as the friend's subjective choice (i.e., actually choose to donate 0ml). Rather, here the use of friend donation amount is mainly to decompose the total donation amount and to show where the addition donation collected under the group reward comes from (i.e., more donation from a friend or more donation from the focal donor). We thank one reviewer for constructive comments on this point.
finite sample bias tends to underestimate the probability of the rare event, and therefore might downwardbias our estimates of the positive effects of the interventions (King and Zeng 2001a,b) . We therefore have applied the rare-event logit proposed by King and Zeng (2001a) . All results are highly similar to those obtained using the linear probability model.
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Besides the effect on forming a group in donation, we also identify the effect of different interventions on the total volume of donated blood, which is of central importance to the blood bank. Total donation is defined as the sum of the donation amounts from the subject herself and her friends (if any). As shown in Table 4 , Column 5, the effect of group reward on total blood supply is significant. Compared to the average donation amount in T0 (2.49ml per message recipient), group reward leads to an increase of 2.47ml, which is almost 100% more. This increase is larger than the effect of individual reward (1.59ml) at the 10% significance level after we control for subject age, gender, and weight. The additional blood collected through group reward intervention during the 15-day experiment period can support more than 50 elective surgeries. 9 In fact, the blood bank has already implemented the group reward intervention in multiple campaigns (e.g., on Valentine's Day) after our experiment, demonstrating its effectiveness in driving total donation. Table 5 turns to the donors' choice of donation amount after they arrive at the bloodmobile. We regress donation amount on whether the donor had a (donating or non-donating) friend present. The positive and significant coefficient on this binary indicator suggests that donors who donate with a friend donate about 10% (or 30ml) more blood than solo donors regardless of the treatments they were exposed to beforehand. This is consistent with the image motivation effect identified in the literature (Ariely et al. 2009, Karlan and McConnell 2014) , and it provides another rationale for motivating people to come in a group.
We do not claim causality here; our treatments may affect the choice of coming alone or with a friend, but they may not affect the donor's choice of donation amount after she comes to the bloodmobile. The positive correlation between donation amount and friend presence could pick up a positive group effect (due to social image) and/or a selection effect (i.e., those donors who bring friend(s) may be willing to donate more blood). In Table 5 , we have controlled a range of donor demographics that may affect both the choice to bring friend(s) and the choice of donation amount. However, the presence of a friend may still be correlated with unobserved donor characteristics. Future research could create or explore exogenous variation in the second stage to cleanly identify the mechanism (e.g., varying visibility of peer's choice of donation amount).
One concern is that group reward (T5) might suffer from cannibalization-a potential donor may bring a friend who would donate anyway so that they qualify for the group reward. If that is the case, then the effect of intervention on overall blood supply is smaller than it appears. We therefore conducted another empirical test to explore the extent of such potential cannibalization. If cannibalization did occur, then the donating friends in T5 should have a higher inherent donation propensity than friends under other treatments.
Although this inherent donation propensity is not directly observable, it should be positively correlated with whether a donor has donated in the past or not. Therefore, should cannibalization occur, the donating friends under T5 would be more likely to be existing donors at the blood bank, and they would have made more donations in the past. To examine this possibility, we obtained the history for all donors who donated in the past 10 years from 2005 until our experiment, which includes over half a million donations from more than 400,000 donors from the blood bank. We test whether the friends under T5 are more likely to be previous donors or make more donations during the 10-year span. Our test shows that the friends under T5 are not more likely to be existing donors. 10 In fact, the percentage of friends with past donations is similar across all test groups, as detailed in Footnote 11. The joint test on difference between test groups reveals insignificant results, confirming that friends under T5 are similar to friends in other test groups.
With the possibility in mind that the group donation reward might cannibalize the donating friends' future donations, we further discuss several potential benefits of the group reward. First, nearly half (48%) of the donating friends are new donors (who never donated in the past ten years). This population is typically challenging for blood banks to reach and recruit. Second, for existing donors, group rewards may have accelerated their donation thereby encouraged them to donate more within the same time span. Finally, group reward can help recruit more donors and alleviate urgent short-term and seasonal blood shortages, which is common in developing countries (WHO 2015) .
To further explore the mechanisms by which different interventions affect donation behavior in the first stage, we analyze the heterogeneous treatment effects by interacting treatment indicators with donor attributes. Table 6 looks at two outcomes: the dummy of donating or not and the total amount donated by the donor and friends. Each column includes the interaction of one donor attribute and all the treatment dummies. 11 These regressions provide suggestive evidence that subjects that are married, local, older, and more past donations are more responsive to group reward. 12 This is sensible because these people are likely 10 Specifically, the percentage of donating friends who are past donors is 52% for T5, similar to T1 (50% of donating friends are existing donors), T2 (38%), T4 (50%), T6 (57%), as well as the mean value across all test groups (51%). 11 We do not put all demographics in one regression because many of them are highly correlated. 12 Raw data further confirm that donors who respond under group reward (T5) are more likely to be married, local, older, and have more donations in the past, whereas subjects who respond under individual reward (T2) are more likely to be unmarried, non-local, younger, and have fewer past donations (Table 3 Panel A) . A formal test shows to incur a lower cost for bringing a friend. Although married and older people are generally less active in online social settings (according to Pew 2014), our study suggests that with the right incentive design, digital interventions can be used to leverage their offline social connections. Furthermore, using survey data, we find evidence that donors who are motivated by group reward are more likely to hear about friends donating in the past (T5>Control: p=0.09) and more willing to share the donation experience (T5>Control, p>0.10), both of which indicate lower costs of bringing a donating friend. In addition, the donors who bring friend(s) are much more likely to hear about friends donating in the past (Group>Solo: p<0.001), much more willing to share donation experience (Group>Solo, p<0.01), and report higher willingness to donate with friends in the future (Group>Solo on "Yes": p=0.07). Interestingly, the main reasons reported for not bringing friend(s) are "few of my friends want to donate blood" (i.e., local social environment) and "I want to remain private" (i.e., willingness to share), rather than "hard to coordinate time" (i.e., coordination cost).
Structural estimation
In this subsection, we build and estimate a structural model on the donor's choice of not donating, donating alone, or donating with friend(s). We shy away from incorporating the donor's choice of donation amount on the bloodmobile because this subsequent stage is not as closely tied to our experiment design.
Structural estimation is complementary to reduced-form analysis for at least three reasons. First, each mobile message may represent a different combination of Δ! (changes in the utility of donation), Δ#
(changes in the utility of donating with a friend), and -./ (social pressure of not complying with the request to bring a friend). As discussed in Section 3, these elements affect a donor's choice in a complicated way.
Thus, it is difficult to completely separate each element through reduced-form comparison across treatments.
To better capture the underlying mechanisms, we use a discrete choice model to characterize how different interventions fine-tune the relative payoffs across the three donation choices. Second, the structural model allows us to estimate (unobserved) individual primitives, especially the cost of donation and the cost of bringing a donating friend. By introducing random coefficients on these two cost parameters, we can identify their distribution and correlation and better capture the intuition behind donors' choices. Third, with structural estimates on individual primitives, we can simulate different combinations of behavioral interventions and economic rewards, including those that were not explicitly tested in our experiment.
Structural model
that donors who choose to come under T2 and T5 significantly differ across local (p<0.01), age (p<0.01), and total number of past donations (p=0.09), but not in terms of gender and marital status. We also examine the heterogeneity in the treatment effect of group reward on donating with friends. The interaction coefficients between moderators and T5 are positive and larger than the interaction coefficients between moderators and all other groups. Specifically, we found that subjects with more past donation are about twice as likely to donate with friends(s) under the group reward than subjects with less donations in the past (interaction coefficient: 0.00468, p<0.001). The same trend also holds for other moderators; however, the statistical test is underpowered due to the smaller number of group donations than donations.
Consider subject 3, deciding whether to donate (N) and whether to donate with friend(s) in a group (O). She may incur cost and derive utility from donation (including warm glow or altruism, Andreoni 1989 , the net of which is denoted as P D Q . If she brings a friend to donate, she may incur extra costs (including referral, persuasion, and coordination costs, Calvó-Armengol and Jackson 2010) and extra utility (including shared experience, Gilchrist and Sands 2016, and enhanced social image, Karlan and McConnell 2014), the net of which is denoted as P D R . In short, P D Q and P D R aim to match the ! and # axes in the theoretical framework, respectively.
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Treatments in our field experiment introduce exogenous variations in P D Q and P D R . In particular, the key elements include sending a reminder message for donation (MSG), requesting group donation in the reminder message (GMSG), offering a reward for the message recipient's donation (S .T , referred to as self reward), offering a reward for the message recipient when she brings a donating friend (S UT , referred to as referral reward), and offering a reward for the donating friend (S VT , referred to as friend reward). It is worth noting that the three rewards affect the donor's utility in different ways: S .T compensates for the donation cost of the focal donor, which, corresponding to Δ! in Figure 2 , S UT compensates for the donor's own donation cost and her cost to bring a friend, conditional on group donation. S VT compensates the donating friend and indirectly influences the focal donor by reducing her cost of persuading the friend. These correspond to Δ# in Figure 3 . Finally, our model also accounts for the cost of social pressure (-./ ) ( Figure   4 ) that a subject may incur when she receives a request for group donation but decides to donate alone (DellaVigna et al. 2012 because the donating friend will receive the standard reward for donation directly. However, for a subject in T5, her reward is conditional on donating with a friend; hence her reward is counted as S UT rather than S .T . T6 offers a small gift for donating with a friend, in addition to what is offered in T4. This implies the same S .T in T4 and T6, but an extra small S UT for our experimental subject (equal to the value of the small gift) and a larger S VT for the donating friend (equal to the value of the regular reward for individual donation plus the value of the small gift). The exogenous variations in the experiment allow us to tease out each element via structural estimation.
Assuming the effect of all elements is linear (DellaVigna et al. 2012), we write the latent utility function for a donor's decision as follows, 15 with the utility of no donation (N = 0, O = 0) as a baseline:
where N is a dummy denoting whether to donate or not, O is a dummy denoting whether to bring a friend and donate together, and X denotes the donor's demographics and donation history. _`F captures how the utility of solo donation varies by donor attributes; _`` captures how the utility of group donation varies by donor attributes; the error term follows type I extreme value distribution. In addition, we estimate the two constant terms, P D Q and P D R , as random coefficients and allow them to be arbitrarily correlated. This way, we capture unobserved donor heterogeneity and relax the independent and irrelevant alternatives (IIA) assumption in a conditional logit model. 16 Specifically, for those donors with relatively low cost for donation and high cost of bringing a friend, not donating (d=0) may be a closer substitute for donating alone (d=1, g=0) than for donating with a friend (d=1, g=1); but for those with low donation cost and low cost of bringing a friend, donating alone and donating with a friend may be closer substitutes. The random coefficient model is the preferred approach to relax the IIA assumption and to quantify the correlation between the two unobserved donor heterogeneities (Nevo 2000, Imbens and Wooldridge 2007) .
To summarize, the key structural parameters are: i) the net utility derived from donation (P D Q ) and the net utility from bringing a friend (P D R ), ii) the decrease in mental cost when receiving a reminder message (E Z[\ ), 17 iii) the increased donation cost due to social pressure if one cannot meet the request to bring a friend (-./ ), iv) the decreased mental cost of bringing a friend thanks to the reminder message of 15 It is possible that in the case of no donation, a donor may still have some guilty feeling for not fulfilling the request from the reminder message for donation (MSG) and the reminder message for group donation (GMSG).
Thus, E Z[\ in the current model should be interpreted as a sum of the reminder effect and the social pressure effect on no donation. More specifically, the reminder effect increases the donor's utility of coming to donate, and the social pressure effect decreases the utility of not coming to donate. Similarly, E \Z[\ represents the sum of the reminder effect of bringing a friend and the social pressure effect of ignoring the message and not donating. Finally, -./ is the additional social pressure of coming alone, but it cannot meet the request of bringing friend(s), compared to simply ignoring the message.
group donation ( E \Z[\ ), v) the increased utility derived from receiving economic rewards (E .T , E VT and E UT ), vi) the effect of donor attributes on the utility of self and group donation (_`F, _``), and vii) the standard deviation of the two random coefficients (P D Q and P D R ), as well as the correlation between them. Table 7 reports our structural estimates. 18 Panel A reports the estimates for alternative-invariant coefficients, with the net utility from donation (P Q ) and net utility for bringing friends (P R ) based on a small and representative baseline group (female, education>9 years, weight in lower half, under 35, nonmarried, non-local). Panel B reports the alternative-specific coefficients of P Q KLN P R in other demographic groups. We can use them to further calculate the net utility for every subject in the experiment.
Structural estimates
For instance, P Q and P R is precisely estimated as -6.20 and -3.75 in Panel A, which we interpret as the average utility of donating and bringing in a friend for a donor with the baseline demographics; Then, for a donor with similar demographics but local and less educated (education<=9 years), the estimate of her utility of donating is -5.52 (-6.20+0.51+0.17 ) and the utility of bringing in a friend is -4.22 (-3.75-0.97+0.50) . By repeating the process for every subject and averaging across all subjects, we found the average cost of donation to be -5.10 and the average cost of bringing friends which is -2.90. They are largely consistent with the insights from the baseline group.
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In comparison with the population average of donation cost (-5.10), the most effective behavioral intervention (reminder message) and economic reward (S UT ) only lead to an increase of utility by 0.31 and 1.12, respectively. These estimates are unitless, but their relative values suggest that the most effective interventions can only overcome 6-22% of the huge donation cost facing an average message recipient.
Moreover, the net utility of bringing a donating friend (P R )is estimated to be -2.90, suggesting that many donors face extra cost in bringing a donating friend, but this extra cost is only 57% of the average cost of donation. This makes group reward attractive to the blood bank because it is less costly for an existing donor to bring a friend (-2.90) than for the bank to recruit a donor from scratch (-5.10 ). In addition, the standard deviations of the two random coefficients are also significant, suggesting non-trivial unobserved heterogeneity in the cost of donation and the cost of bringing in a friend. The negative correlation between these two costs suggests that more donors are distributed in the upper left and lower right quadrants of Figure 1 . Thus, group reward, which by design compensates for the sum of the two costs, can take advantage of this negative correlation and effectively drive group donation. Behavioral interventions and economic rewards can help overcome these costs. The reminder message for donation is effective in reducing the cost of donation by 0.31 (roughly 6% of the average cost of donation in our population). However, the friend request has little extra impact on either solo donation or group donation. Turning to economic rewards, reward for self donation (S .T ) contributes relatively little value beyond the reminder message (0.11 for one unit of reward, insignificant). Thus, it seems inefficient to allocate funding to reward self-donation. In contrast, referral reward significantly increases the utility of group donation (by 1.11 for one unit of reward, roughly 21.7% of the typical cost of donation). The effect of friend reward is comparable in reducing the cost of bringing a donating friend (by 1.02 for one unit of reward).
Overall, structural estimates allow us to measure individual-level primitives and understand the effects of different elements in driving donation choice. Compared to reduced-form analysis, they provide several additional insights: (1) the cost of bringing friend(s) is smaller than the average cost of donation; thus, it is more effective to encourage existing donors to bring their friends than to directly reach out to new donors. The negative correlation between these costs further suggests that the blood bank may stimulate more donations at a lower cost by motivating group donation; (2) the cost of bringing a friend is still substantial, thus external interventions are needed; (3) referral reward (to the subject) and friend reward (to the subject's friend) are more effective in increasing a donor's utility than self-reward, and therefore they may serve as more cost-effective ways to encourage donation. We observe significantly more group donation in T5, because T5 includes both referral reward and friend reward.
Finally, our results also show that utility structure may vary across demographic groups. As reflected in Table 7 Panel B, the three types of heterogeneity, namely age, marriage and local residence, may positively affect the utility of donation and bringing friends in the same direction. On the other hand, gender and education affect the two utilities in opposite directions. Less educated males have lower cost for donation than more educated females, but have a higher cost to bring friends. Such heterogeneity has important implications to the blood bank. For example, compared to the less educated males (utility of donation -utility of bringing friends = -0.42), the cost advantage of motivating group donation become more salient for less educated females (-1.31), more educated males (-1.56), and educated females (-2.45).
Therefore, blood banks can use individual award more effectively on past donors who are male and less educated. On the other hand, if blood banks wish to take advantage of group effect and motivate group donation, they should target past donors who are female and more educated. A direct simulation based on our structural estimates shows that for 10,000 female subjects, group reward may lead to about 113 donors, which is more than 30% increase than targeting individual reward (86 donors). The majority of the increase comes from additional increase in the number of group donors (18 versus 1).
Counterfactuals
Equipped with structural estimates, we perform a series of policy simulations to compare different combinations of behavioral interventions and economic rewards (Table 8) . Specifically, different policies correspond to different reward scheme as defined by a set of {S .T , S VT , S UT }. For instance, under group reward T5, S .T = 0 but S VT = 1 KLN S UT = 1 , whereas under reminder message T1, S .T = 0 and S VT = S UT = 0. For each policy, we can calculate the utility that a donor can derive from each option using expression in 5.2.1 and then directly use the random coefficient model to predict the probability of the donor choosing a certain option. Finally, we aggregate the probability of choosing a certain option across all users, which would give us the percentage of users for each option (not donate, donate alone, donate with friends) under a specific policy.
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The counterfactuals reveal several insights that are not directly observable in the reduced-form analysis. First, group reward-modeled as referral reward (S UT ) plus friend reward (S VT )-is much more cost-effective than the commonly used individual reward (modeled as self-reward S .T plus friend reward S VT ). The last column of Table 8 shows the average reward per donor under different reward schemes. In the individual reward scheme, because each donor gets one unit of reward, the reward per donor is naturally 1. In the group reward scheme, rewards are only promised to those who donate together (there are 0.13%*2 = 0.26%). Therefore, on average, the blood bank's recruitment cost as measured by the 'unit of reward per donor' is only 0.21 unit ( = 0.26% divided by 1.21%). This suggests that group reward can be more than four times as cost effective as individual reward. This is because group reward would only occur if donors donate in a group. Thus, in the majority of cases in which donors donate alone, the blood bank does not need to pay any group reward; those donors are willing to donate anyway. The funds saved could then be used to increase group reward. As shown in Table 8 , at the same level of reward (2 units), group reward would lead to almost 100% more donors (2.88% vs. 1.46%) at a significantly lower cost per donor (1.34 vs.
2 unit per donor, or about 33% lower).
Second, we simulate a series of new interventions that were not directly tested in the field experiment, such as friend reward only (S VT , which only rewards the donors that are brought by a subject, but not to the subject herself) and referral reward only (S UT , which only rewards the subject that brings a friend but offers no reward to her donating friend). These interventions require special implementation procedures 21 and are difficult to test in separate experiments. However, our simulations shed light on their 20 Recall that the bank had to give out universal rewards to different treatments in our experiment, because the six treatments were run at the same time. We believe this design is unlikely to affect our structural estimates, but even if there is spillover between our experimental treatments, our estimates tend to underestimate the effect of group reward hence the counterfactual results presented here are likely conservative. 21 For instance, referral reward to donors who bring friend(s) (S UT ) can be implemented by sending a secret message with a reward voucher to the focal donor after donation. We thank one reviewer for comments on its implementation. potential impact on the blood supply as well as their cost-effectiveness. Specifically, friend reward (S VT ) and referral reward (S UT ), when used alone, are not very effective in driving total blood supply (around 0.01 0.02% increase in both solo and group donation rate, as compared to the effect of reminder only).
However, when we combine the two rewards (S VT + S UT , corresponding to group reward in T5), group donation increases by 0.11 percentage points. The above comparison reveals that the joint use of friend reward (S VT ) and referral reward (S UT ) is important in that referral reward motivates the focal donor to bring a friend, whereas the friend reward helps her to persuade and compensate her friend. Finally, when the three rewards are used together (S .T + S VT + S UT ), we see an increase in both solo and group donations, but no further synergy effect. This finding is consistent with the prediction that reward for solo donation and reward for group donation tend to motivate two different types of donors in the population.
Overall, our simulations demonstrate the effect of alternative interventions that were not tested in the experiment and provide additional insights on why group reward works. We acknowledge that the above policy simulations are based on parameters derived from our experiment. Therefore, the magnitude of the simulated intervention is influenced by how the recipients perceive and interpret the mobile messages.
Conclusion
In this study, we examine how charities can take advantage of offline group formation to encourage prosocial activities. We find evidence of substantial costs in association with offline group formation. We further show that group reward designed to compensate for a donor's cost of bringing friends can be effective in driving group formation. Interestingly, our study suggests that individuals who are traditionally less active in online social interactions may have a lower social cost in the offline setting. Thus, organizations can take advantage of this comparative strength and use digital interventions to leverage their offline social connections.
This study provides both a framework for and large-scale evidence of the effectiveness of group reward, which are significant contributions to the literature on how to motivate pro-social activities. It contributes to the growing literature of prosocial behavior and motivation (e.g., Jabr et al. 2014 , Goes et al. 2014 , Lacetera et al. 2012 Andreoni and Rao 2011; DellaVigna et al. 2012) . Although various economic and non-economic behavioral interventions have been examined in the literature, they mostly focus on solo donation. Building on the existing studies, we are among the first to extend the scope of the study to examine how to motivate a donor to bring her friends to donate together. Based on the effectiveness of the mobile messaging in this study, we also call for more studies in the IS discipline on how to use digital interventions to boost user offline social interactions, an area that has been under-explored Luo et al 2014) .
Our new framework reveals interesting mechanisms underlying group donation (Figures 1-4 ) and potential rich heterogeneity among users in the costs of group formation versus the cost of donation. This framework could help organizations decide how to design optimal interventions and what sub-populations to target using different rewards. Our study highlights motivating group donation as an alternative effective approach to recruit participants in prosocial activities . Charity organizations could focus more on a donor's social capital and design innovative intervention strategies to unleash such potential.
Our study offers significant practical value. In recent years, the need for better policies to motivate voluntary donation in healthcare has been emphasized due to increasing shortages in human blood, organs, and tissues Roth 2012, WHO 2015) . Our study shows that the additional blood collected through a group reward strategy can support a good number of additional surgeries. In addition, group reward is four times as cost effective as rewarding individual donors. Given the value of one unit of blood to patients and to the healthcare system, group reward represents a particularly efficient strategy. Using mobile messaging to leverage a donor's social network, our study opens a new path to address the challenge of blood shortages in healthcare, and should particularly benefit those organizations that are constrained by financial resources and face difficulty recruiting new donors.
We would like to acknowledge several limitations, which represent opportunities for future research. First, our experiment focuses on a donor's group donation decision in the first stage and is not designed to draw causal inferences on the effect of friend presence on donor's choice of donation amount.
Future research could create exogenous variation in the second stage to cleanly identify the mechanism.
Second, our experiment targeted past donors. Past donors in general are more likely to have friends who are willing to donate (homophily) and have a lower cost to persuade friends (using their own experience); thus, they might be more likely to respond to interventions and bring friend(s) to donate together. First time donors might respond to the incentives differently, which warrants further exploration. Third, because our experiment lasted two weeks, it is possible that later donors might learn from earlier donors that actual rewards may exceed what is promised in the mobile message, especially in the group reward treatment (T5).
This spillover, if it occurs at all, tends to make T5 more similar to the individual reward treatment (T4), thus leading us to underestimate the actual difference between T4 and T5. Therefore, our estimates of the effects of group reward are likely conservative. Fourth, our study focuses on the short-term impact of the interventions. Future work can examine how the long-term donation behavior of focal donors and their friends is affected, especially whether the group rewards might crowd out future donations. In addition, readers and practitioners should be aware of the potential negative effect of monetary incentives, as specified by Heyman and Ariely (2004) . Finally, our findings are based on blood donation in China.
Although we believe that blood donation is a typical pro-social activity, and social connection and friendship are prominent in pro-social activities in both Eastern and Western cultures, readers are advised to be cautious in extending the findings beyond the original context. newly added solo donors due to individual reward in Figure 2 newly added group donors due to individual reward in Figure 2 newly added group donors due to group reward in Figure 3 and Figure 4 reduced solo donors due to social pressure in Figure 4 Reminder to bring friend Group reward (for group donors) T0 (Control) T1 (Reminder to self) X T2 (Reminder to self + Individual reward) X X T3 (Reminder to self + Reminder to bring friend) X X T4 (Reminder to self + Individual reward + Reminder to bring friend) X X X T5 (Reminder to self + Reminder to bring friend + Group reward) X X X T6 (Reminder to self + Reminder to bring friend + Individual reward + Small group gift) X X X X * * In T6, the small group gift is a fruit cutting tool worth about 10 RMB. 
